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Do you want to really make a fashion 
statement? Put away those t-shirts, overalls 
and peasant dresses and break out your 
skinny ties, vests and leather jackets. 

by Mr. Style Review 
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• IsN'T AMERICA GREAT? MoRE CARS ARE 
stolen in the U.S. each year than are 
manufactured in the Soviet Union. 

• IT ISN'T EASY BEING GREEN! BEN AND Jerry's 
ice cream company, which enjoys (and 
profits from) the 
reputation as a pro-
environmentalist 
company- sporting 
such ice cream flavors 
as ''Rainforest 
Cnmch" and "Peace 
Pops"- isn't so 
popular with some 
envrronmentalis~.hl 
fact, for the past two 
years, Ben and Jerry's 
plant in Waterbury, 
Vermont has 
exceeded i~ permit for 
dumping waste into 
the local treatment 
plant and has been 
fined by the local 
environmental 
agency . 

• IN SA TEUITE 
Beach, Florida, the 
vigilant health department recently closed 
down the sidewalk lemonade stand of an 
11 year,old boy for failing to provide rest 
room facilities. Quoth the official, ''We're 
just trying to protect the health of the 
public.'' 

• MORE FROM THE DUMB CROOK FILE: TWO 
devious crooks in Pennsylvania drove off 
with an automatic teller machine, then 
attempted to open the machine with a 
torch. In the process, they unfortunately 
charred most of the $16,000 in cash it 
contained. 

• MADEMOISELLE MAGAZINE, IN AN A 1TEMPT 
to prove that models do have respectable 
IQ's, had top models take a test, along 
with a rabbi, a doctor, and a lawyer as 
l-Ontrol brains. The models blew the 
controls out of the water, with such brains 
as Cindy Crawford, Claudia Schiffer, and 
Elle Macpherson striking down the 
airhead stereotype. But note the questions 

--

111111 
on this test were not the average SAT 
type. They included such questions as: 
What color is ecru? How many calories in 
a banana? And who is the designer for the 
Chanellabel? 

. 
' · -

• NEW IDRM OF BIRlli CDN1ROL? IN 1bailand's 
Bangkok, any couple caught kissing in a 
movie theater can be fined $25. 

• ACCORDING TO STATISTICIANS, YOU ARE 

seven times more likely to be struck by 
lightning than to win a grand prize in the 
lottery. 

• WAYS TO HANDLE THE AMERICAN 
Congress were very politely demonstrated 
by one Adam Henson, his foot long pet 
turtle, and his very heroic mother. The 
episode in question took place when 
Henson, age 8, was caught in a lip lock by 
Lightning, his affectionate friend. After a 
world record,setting five minute smacker, 
Adam's mother finally enticed the 
reptilian wonder to let go in a favor of a 
juicy carrot. 
Of course, plan two might have 
influenced our shelled Don Juan when she 
said she was almost forced to decapitate 
the little bugger. 

• IN 194 5, UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS SPENT AN 
average of 15 hours,a,week teaching. Now 
they teach only 5 hours,a,week. 

• jUSTICE IS TRULY SERVED! DANNY SHAUNE 
Clemons, 32, was robbed of his $75 train 

.-· -· .... .,.. ~~~ . ·. 

' ' 

fare home. What makes 
this rise in crime rather 
significant is that it 
occurred less than an 
hour after his release 
from jail, where he had 
been serving five years 
for burglary and assault. 

• DURING HIS WILD 
school days, American 
writer James Fenimore 
Cooper was put on 
probation at Yale for 
using gunpowder to 
blow open a dormitory 
door. If that wasn't 
enough, he was 
expelled for roping a 
donkey into a 
professor's chair. 

• MEN, TAKE NOTE: 
Austria, Poland, and 

eastern Germany have the most 
unattached women. 

• NoT mNIGHT DEAR .... ! SYLVESTER GRAHAM, 
of graham cracker fame, preached far and 
wide that people fnord could prevent 
headaches by limiting therr sexual activity to 
no more than 12 occasions per year. 

• A BILLION MINUTES AGO CHRIST WALKED 
in Galilee. A billion dollars ago was 10.3 
hours ago in Washington, D.C. 

• THIS MULTICULTURAL THING HAS GONE 
too far! Binney & Smith, the Crayola 
people, are now packaging "multicultural 
crayons" that they call "Skin Tones of the 
World." It seems that children of various 
ethic groups have become frustrated at not 
having the right color to paint their 
parents and relatives. In the words of one 
teacher," they (the children) were so tired 
of seeing Martin Luther King, Jr. done in 
pure black with glowing red lips." 
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~tismtoday 

states that all men have "a 
. . :.~eanin.gful origin/' which 

frankly sounds like the author is confusing 
tttmmt~:ZMtr~W=~"M with existen tialism (can the author 

..... ,_.:.:.r. .. r ... .,..,. .,..hf}l~~ribi~i~JlQ.t!l~~/bt ~gui~h-: .. between any modern 

alism is quite different from 
There is no single theoretical 

from which socialists may draw: 
no one "socialism." The variety of 

~ .... ~ ... """ and ideas, often competing ideas, 

the 

been historically thrown together 
genus "socialism" is immense. 

y common goal is to reform 

Europe, seek 
major industries ....... ~,,~,.., ...... r...hr ..... .,....., 

socialists of the 

are no 

.. ~faih&"t~~~{r-t a ·r.u:>r .... 

r~~fi~v ti;f:~p~~, \?i':} ~~f, 
democrauc,.:::.::,:·, soctal~ .,:':and · 

should be en~~gh t~---~~~ · 
religious beliefs are as varied 

voluntary experiments Lastly, the article 
and seek independence from "argument" on the assertion that atheism iS 
government altogether. necessarily incompatible with natural rights. 
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. and goes on to argue that an 
be. ~socialist or a fascist. 

just wrong, as any student of 
""'"'''-'r...""' ......... " epq\4 tell you, and if such tripe is 

,,· ·· conservative minds can 
.·.. then I . pity the state of · 
·ip our country. I 

· states ·· that America was 
.. on tbe .theory of Locki~n (sic) 
:· dg.lHs~' ·· ~.ncl quotes from the 

{p~~pen4encetosupportthe 
t·_,of all, I want to point out that if 

the Declaration had omitted mention of 
God and said instead, " ... that they [men] 
possess certain unalienable rights, that among 
these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of 
Happiness ... " it would have made no practical" 
difference. 

Secondly, I want to note that it is typical 
of conservative prattle to quote the 
Declaration, while conveniently ignoring 
the Constitution, on which the state was 
actually 1\_plong other un .. Lockean 
·· Co~titutiondenied the right 

butwh.ite, male land~owners, . 
'""'-!!!~'""~ s~v~ry. As further note, the 

t amendment defines th 
·' t 's r~~p~nsibqities as bein~ 

lar. ··.·:;· 

for ·'• t:i\lth is indeed' a noblt. 
as the CCllifornia Review says,time 

there.is scant little 'of that in 
· T o p~ranoically m.erge ~ll 

opposing viewpoints into one beh~moth 
without even trying to understand4:l\¢Pl, as 
"Locke's Victory" does, is no ~redit to 
conservatism and certainly no credit to the 
truth. If one truly wishes to find tiutQ. .. , one 
must look for it. ='. ;;:;1t' . ·. ·:·~:-

Lance: Men the 
UC ~erkeley 

·.·: 



1he Style Review 
+ It's not just what you think, but how yoti look ... 
By Mr. Style Review 

This new feature strives to be an advisory 
column on the proper mcxles of dress -
whether you control the means ofprcxluction 
or alienate your labor. I seek only to provide 
guidelines, and no, this column is not about 
intolerance towards "the alternatively taste 
aligned," "fashion victims," "slow mooers," 
"the style impaired" or Leftists in general. 
We at the CR leave intolerance to the 
homogeneous, pseudo .. diversity .. valuing 
Left. 

.steak dinner. 
T ... shirts as outer clothing: They go the way of 

shorts. 
The venerable vest: Like the bow .. tie, the vest 

can be a statement of real style or a 
fashion disaster. Vests should never be 
worn with T .. shirts or shorts: these hid .. 
eous sartorial mutations deserve the swift .. 
est euthanizing- such pain should not 
be prolonged. 

Neckwear 
The skinny tie (must be less than two inches at 

its widest point): To make 
that New Wave or Mcxl 

"Few things are more satisfying 
~than a traditional leather jacket (no 
" extra zippers, muted tones only, 

please) and a steak dinner." 

statement, the skinny 
tie is a friend to the 
slightly alternative 
dresser. Remember, 
however, that the re .. 
mainder of clothing 
must be compatible. 
Skinny ties urge non .. 

. 
~ These remarks are, rather, in the spirit of 

,~t quality that one cannot find in the Left: 
tlumor. 

r Outerwear 
Shorts: This year, shorts are not fashionable. 

This should come as no surprise as they 
weren't fashionable last year. Or the year 
before that. Or even the previous decade 
- not to mention the entire span of 
human history. The common wisdom is 
true: shorts are for children. Do not wear 
them unless you wish to be treated as if 
you lack the capacity to make the sim .. 
plest of decisions. 

Leather: This writer is guilty of speciesism. 
Leather is in, and in big time. Perfect for 
school, leather is a statement about the 
superiority of humans over cows. 

Few things are more satisfying than a 
traditional leather jacket (no extra zip .. 
pers, muted tones only, please) and a 

pleated pants and un .. 
equivocally demand tapered slacks. 

The medium width tie (tYl-'ical of the 
Nordstrom suit .. clad businessman): A 
typical choice of middle managers and 
bureaucrats of all stripes. Not recom .. 
mended for those under twenty ... five. 

The Paisley tie: A deceptively effective, grip .. 
pingly original tool for mind .. control 
which is excused from the under twenty .. 
five rule. If it matches the outfit it can 
accentuate and force envy among co .. 
harts and catch the eyes of others. I do not 
recommend overuse of Paisley: sensitive 
wearers can be driven blind and insane. 
Also, because it can temporarily elevate 
you from the earthly, you may be branded 
an elitist. 

The Mexia ltaliana: This is an excusable way 
of implying "wide tie." Wide ties harken 
back to the late sixties and seventies and 
adecadeofdespicableexcess (excessively 

wide ties, bad politics, long hair). Fear 
not! You shall find no polyester in tcxlay' s 
finer I tal ian collections. 

Bow ... ties: The jury is out. While bow .. ties can 
be done poorly (witness Senator Paul 
Simon), they may be done tastefully as 
well (e.g., George F. Will). 

Politically--oriented clothing 
(Strongly discouraged) 

Birkenstocks: Quoth your nearest Sandalista, 
"No really. I just wear them because 
they're comfortable." Right. And the 
leather in those Birkenstocks? "That's 
leather?!, 

Mottled knit caps: The ones that hold the 
bounteous, unwashed .locks of the New 
Bohemian. Approach these with caution 
- and a full can of "Raid., 

Peasantskirts/dresses: These are so unflattering· 
that they could only be a political state .. · 
ment. We suppose that these have some .. 
thing to do with noble savages, th~ evils 
of technology, and a trendy sympathy for 
the oppressed peoples of the Third World. 

Ripped jeans: They are a swarm of worker 
wanna .. bees, but feeble is their sting! 
Ripped Jeans may be "in," but they will 
only de rigueur, this writer predicts, in the 
event of nuclear holocaust -for which 
contingency you may wish to keep a spare 
pair in your bomb shelter. Ctistom pre .. 
ripped, of course. · 

Overalls: How political can a Guess wearer 
be? This fad is about identification with 
the proletariat. Overall wearers have 
nothing to lose but their dignity. They 
have a trend to set! 
You have shown excellent taste in reading 

this fur. Honor that taste by dressing up to it. u 
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In ofTGs 
+ TGs create a sense of community which would 
be otherwise missed at UCSD 
By Phillip Brusseau 

It is already a forgone conclusion that 
TGs are finished at UCSD. At least, that is 
the impression one gets from reading campus 
publications and listening to student 
discussions. Already we have focused on the 
factors behind our Waterloo, citing an 
intransigent administration, an Associated 
Student Council without leadership or 
initiative, or a more general and pervasive 
apathy on the part of students. 

But we have forgotten that this issue is 

argument, it is a tautology. That kind of 
"argument" is worse than tneaningless in 
this context, because it implies that one has 
no real reasons at all for having TGs. 

The second reason, that TGs "bring 
people ·together," similarly opens itself to 
criticism; the administration would be 
perfectly justified in answering, "So what?" 
to that kind of a statement. In the end, it is 
no more an argument than the first reason, 
because it gives no justification for preferring 
it over any conceivable alternative. 

What if Chancellor 
Atkinson decided that 

"UCSD needs that feeling [of 
community] ... if it truly wants to join 
the ranks of the great, rather than 
being a perpetual member of U.S. 

having happy Vice-
Chancellors was more 
valuable than putting a 
bunch of rowdy 
students in front of a 
keg and a band? (He 
probably 9oes, 
anyway.) Neither of 
these "arguments" can 
convince even us, 
much less the admin--

News and World Report's 'up and 
coming' class of top national 

schools." istration. Instead, we 
need to articulate an 
argument that is 
meaningful to them, as 

not settled. Though it is unlikely, students well as to ourselves. Why should the 
may yet be able to keep TGs on this campus. administration want to have TGs on campus? 
One thing that stands in the way of our Here is one possible argument. 
doing so is that no one has presented the First, it seems safe to say that one thing 
administration, or anyone else for that matter, that makes the university (ideally) an exciting 
with a compelling reason why TGs should place to study is that it is a community- a 
continue. Even if we are unable to convince place where individuals jointly pursue and 
ChiefAndersono~ViceChancellorWatson, createknowledgequalitativelydistinctfrom 
we should at least be able to satisfy ourselves what they could have produced on their 
that we have good reasons for wanting TGs, own, out of a sense of camaraderie and 
and that we took the time to articulate commitment to a discipline. The existence 
them. of that feeling at a particular campus is one 

The majority of arguments for keeping reason why students may prefer one school 
TGs seem to fall into two categories; that over another. And while that feeling is not 
TGs are a tradition, or that they "bring sufficient to make a particular university a 
people together."Butarguingthatsomething mecca for the talented, I think it is necessary 
done repeatedly in the past should be done condition. 
in the future because it is a tradition is not an I have friends at many schools with a 
6 CALIFORNIA REVIEW I DECEMBER 1991 

reputation for greatness: UCLA, Notre 
Dame, Duke, Georgetown, Y ~le; and each 
has written at one time or another about 
that feeling of community. UCSD needs 
that feeling, too, if it truly wants to join the 
ranks of the great, rather than being a 
perpetual member of U.S. News and World 
Report, s "up and coming" class of top national 
schools. 

However, it seems painfully obvious that 
shared experiences are necessary in their 
tum for that sense of community to develop; 
it cannot be achieved merely by having all 
students negotiate the same Jerusalem stone 
complex in order to buy textbooks. It needs 
to be a cultural experience rhat continues 
over time, and gives people a chance to 
make some kind of connection with each 
other and with those that came before them. 

Of course, one can ask, "Why should TGs 
be the event that serves that purpose?" 

The answer is simple: What else have we 
got?There really are not any other events on 
campus that truly are for all students, campus-
wide, and have a sense of continuity about 
them. Furthermore, and more itnportant, 
TGs are preferable to any other solution, 
from the administration's perspective. There 
really is no other alternative that would 
bolster that sense of community at a lower 
cost. 

What are the other alternatives? One 
possibility would be to junk the divisive 
college system. But replacing it with a more 
unified model is impracticable, expensive, 
and even more destructive to what little 
comtnunity there is on this campus. Another 
is to build enough housing that a majority of 
the student body could live together on 
campus. But proximity does not in itself 
encourage community. What would all those 
people do once they got here? 

Finally, there is one other possibility that 
in many ways is preferable to TGs, but its 



political and monetary costs are so high that 
the administration has been loathe to even 
consider it: the development of a Division II 
athletic program. The question of collegiate 
sports at UCSD deserves some discussion; 
more, certainly, than it will receive here. 
But what is interestingabout it in this context 
is that TGs accomplish much of the good 
that collegiate sports do at other schools. 

At many other universities, even 
relatively uncompetitive athletic programs 
have been very effective in motivating 
student and especially alumni enthusiasm 
for their alma mater. 

At the University of Maryland, where 
this author studied for two years, football, 
and especially basketball, were the standards 
around which both the student body and the 
alumni rallied. Old timers and under .. 
graduates alike shared in being "Terrapins," 
both in the stadium during the game and out 
in the parking lot, where waves of red, white, 
and gold would lap against islands of 
motorhomes with plates from exotic places 
like New York, Georgia, or Tennessee. 
Events like that built up a feeling that students 
are part of a community in the true sense, 
with shared memory, and a sense of pride of 
place that perseveres long after the event 
itself. Even in the most crass sense, it made 
one feel like one's tuition was well spent, not 
wasted on some transitory enterprise. And, 
to say the least, the bookstore absolutely did 
not carry sweatshirts emblazoned with other 
schools' names. 

TGs, in the same sense as those ball 
games at the University ofMaryland, are fun 
for the participants. It seems commonplace 
to say that events like that are desirable from 
the students perspective. But it is desirable 

tfrom the administration's perspective also, 
for two reasons that are especially important. 

First, prospective students learn about 
: schools in a variety of ways, but one of the 
' , most effective, and cost .. efficient, is through 
' alumni. And regardless of how great a 

college's curriculum may be, or how much a 
~chool prepared them for their careers, most 
alumni do not talk about those things when 
they relive their undergraduate experience 
for the benefit of an awed high .. school junior. 
Instead, they talk about what it was like to 
live as an undergraduate at that school. 

TGs do for UCSD what athletics do at 
other schools, albeit to a lesser degree. They 
give students stories to tell once they become 
alumni. They give them fond memories. 

Tl: is brings up the second reason for 
having TGs. I already receive appeals from 

Maryland Alumni for donations, as well as 
from my fraternity scholarship foundation. 
Soon I expect to be receiving similar form 
letters from UCSD. But what will I remember 
of this campus, aside from the knowledge I 
gained here, but the insides of my books, 
damaged retinas and toes from late nights lit 
by the blue of a computer screen, and a few 
talking Eucalyptus trees? TGs, partly. But 
will that alone outweigh memories of forty 
thousand Terrapins chanting against the 
Nittany Lions? Probably not, but at least it is 
something. 

Besides TGs, there are few other things 
that can generate a campus .. wide sense of 

community, a feeling of hared ex rienc , 
of membership, to which UCSD can a al 
when it goes to alumni to r cruit th ir 
children, or even more importantly, to ask 
for money. 

The administration must ask itself hy a 
person would want to give for the benefit f 
those who will come after them, or send 
someone after them, when theyfe l no sens 
of community with those that attended with 
them ?There are other more gratifying sources 
of tax write,offs, and more attractive 
educational alternatives under those 
circumstances. • 

-Phillip Brusseau is a Senior at UCSD 

The Hygienicist Manifesto 
By Michael Fogarty ness is the object, reality, and stench which 
and Matthew Robinson we apprehend through the senses, which are 

The history of all hitherto existing society is understood only in the form of object or 
the history of the struggle for hygiene.* contemplation. The stench or lack of aes, 

Howdoesoneexplain ThirdWorldstrife? thetics is a subjective question of human 
Leprosy?TheLeft?Theevidenceisirrefutable sensuousness as well. Hence, in opposition 
and where there is contrary evidence it is tofilthinessanddirtyroomsandthosethings 
merely a local phenomenon that will in the refrigerator-which neither you nor 
inevitably reverse itself. America's finest scientists can identify-

Previously, thinkers like Marx focussed must be classified as the active side of hy, 
upon economics as the source of all worldly giene. 
mischief. Thepoliticalplayedasymptomatic II. The question of whether the 
or epiphenomenal role. Hygiene was not Hygienicist can attain to a healthy, sterile, 
given its due consideration. . clean world is not theoretical but practical. 

This is not surprising as Marx himself was Will the pieces of slime and muck dictate 
a particularly filthy individual (see Paul the chains of the vanguard of the cleanly? 
Johnson's excellent book, lnteUectuals). III. The filthy say that man is shaped by 

As the United States has become more economics but they forget that man also 
hygienic, it has become more egalitarian. It shapes and cleans up. Man must, therefore, 
is crucial to note that this egalitarianism is be divided between the elite and the filthy, 
not the resultoflarge .. scalesocial engineering one of which is superior. We know who this 
but the outcome of the adherence to a few, lS. 

certain principles of gc:x.xi hygiene. IV. Consciousness of the chains of the 
Who do we associate with both sinister nasty is delivered olfactorily. The rhinal 

social engineering as well as less than capacity to establish laws ofhistory and relay 
adequate personal upkeep? information about the unpleasant aroma of 

The Left, of course. your neighbor directs revolutionary prac .. 
Look, again, to the Green movement in tice. 

Europe (an historical movement which wUl V. History may be divided by the 
die quicker than you can say "I'll take mine Hygienicist into five major epochs. The 
with sauerkraut,). It is well known that this clash of thought and force in the struggle for 
movement-whichisattackingdetergents hygiene may be thus enumerated: 
&c.- has Marxist elements. This Green 1. Primitively hygienic- thus was the 
trend is coincident with a flagging German state of nature. Men ate grapes and nuts. 
economy. were unencumbered by work, and knew no 

Therefore we are led to these, the "Theses alienation. They did Bathe and Swim daily 
on Hygiene!' at leisure to later dry in the warm sun with no 

I. The chief defect of all previous futhi... Continued on next page 
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Continued from pr~vious page 
family and all women owned in common. 

2. Ancient society, based on a major 
stink. The upper classes smelled fine but the 
slaves were never able to Bathe; hence their 
identification and alienation. Their own 
armpits forced them to maintain their dis~ 
tance from the aristocrat. 

3. Feudal Society: Feudalism was a quali~ 
tative improvement over slavery; however, 
this society was a sullied its outdoor "plumb~ 
ing." Plague and the use of torture as a means 
to truth were the outcroppings of the 
squalidness peculiar to this time. 

4. Capitalist Society: based on the week~ 
end warrior in Budweiser commercials. All 
week long hot, sweaty work, but on week~ 
ends we clean up and hang out at bars where 
remnants of the hygienic may still be found. 

5. The Hygienic Utopia: This comes 
about when the structure of society is coun~ 
tered by an Immaculate Revolution. The 

whole immense, filthy superstructure is 
gradually or suddenly subverted. 

In this final phase, all come to own the 
means to deodorant and the state supervises 
its production and use. 

Then a man may shower in the morning, 
compose poetry in the afternoon, Bathe, 
read literature, and sauna in the evening. To 
each a deodorant stick according to his 
rank(ness) and a toothbrush according to 
his teeth. 

VI. The Hygienicists have only inter~ 
preted the world in various ways; the point 
is to clean it. 

*Those who espouse good hygiene are 
not "Hygienists"- though this is one of the 
most noble professions in which one can be 
involved - they are "Hygienicists." A 
hygienist can certainly become a H ygienicist 
-and most are. 

It is the role of the H ygienicist to advance 
"H ygienicism." • 

• P.C emones 
+ Analysis and observations of the Srudent Affirmative 
Action Committee's Political Correctness Conference 
By Matthew Robinson 

It's not very often that UCSD sponsors a day 
where conspiracies abound, ideas clash, questions 
of morality pop up, and "racisn1" and "sexism" 
become the words of the hour. On Saturday 
Nov. 9, UCSD held a conference on "Political 
Correctness: What is this n1oven1ent sweeping 
the academy and society?'' It was sponsored by 
the Student Affirmative Action Committee u1 
the interest of furtheru1g infonnation and 
discussion on this subject which has recently 
very definitely affected Atnerican views of 
society. 

The whole conference was a day~long event 
wid1 professors and faculty fr01n around the 
country expressing their views and perceptions 
ofPolitical Correctness. Ideas aoout die subject 
which has been front page stories for various 
tnagazines from d1eNew Republic toNewstWeek. 
It was refreshing to see a serious conference 
come to d1is University. 

TI1e California Review, d1e jounial of d1e 
Right at UCSD, was d1ere and d1e aim of d1is 
article is to voice son1e of d1e perceptions of 
some at d1is conference and how d1is university 
sees present education in the light of modern 
political dioughts about PC. 

Although die subject seems to be wearing 
out n1uch of its novelty the views at d1is 
conference were fiery and very emotionaL TI1e 
first panel began with Dr. Mary Hoover, professor 
of Black Studies at San Francisco State 
Universityand Dr. Paul Lewis, a politicalscience 
professor at d1e Tulane Unive.rsity. 

Dr. Hoover contended d1at the n1ovement 
PC did not exist and was in fact a fabrication of 
the Right. She described die present critique of 
PC as an effort by the Right to protect itself from 
the many edmic and global changes occurring 
in the world. People like Oinesh D'Souza have 
no proof and have managed to dig only "30 
stories." The result? "1hey use d1e satne stories 
over and over again." 

What seemed interesting was dtat she was 
unable to detach herself from any argun1ent 
wid1out resorting to the at1athemas "racism" 
and only lessfrequently"sexism."Herchargesof 
America as country built on these twin pillars of 
evil resottated as she attacked ad hominem any 
critique of what was going in d1e university. 

Whatwasclearhoweverashertalkprogressed 
a11d d1e day progressed was dmt many from d1e 
Left were convinced that nod1ing abnormal 
was occurring in the university. Questions of 
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free speech and faculty auton01ny were drown 
in theemotionofchargesofdeliberateconspiracy 
by conservative forces in their effort to stem the 
tide. 

In this first panel, Dr. Lewis presented the 
opposition argument. In essence, there is 
something going on the university that is 
threatening the autonomy and faculty freedom 
of the academic community. He considered 
this overt evidence of the existence of PC. His 
arguments were similarly buttressed with 
personal experiences of professors surrendering 
their authority and expertise in favor of 
affinnative action. That is, American education 
is surrendering to political considerations. 

He characterized himself as a "libertarian" 
and said that he had only recently joined the 
National Association of Scholars a group of 
scholars dedicated to battling the PC Left. In 
reaction tohisn1embership in theNAS,Hoover 
assailed him for being a member of an 
organization which has "racist members.'' 

Later in the day the low key Lewis lost much 
the force ofhis argument when he asserted that 
he doesn't owe "anybody anything."The roo1n 
filled with an cx:ld feeling of moral indignation 
when he continued, saying that this life is all 
"you've got unless you believe in an after~life." 
Lewis said thathedoesn'towe blacksoranybody 
anything. Sure theevilsofhistoryareunfortunate 
but he did not participate in these acts and as far 
as he is concerned life better just be a little more 
fair while we're around. Tiie university should 
have no interest in curing these ills and for that 
matter should only concern itself with what 
professors of expertise deen1 unportant u1 their 
field. 

It seemed that n1any scrambled for an attack 
on this decidedly mnoral view of the world. His 
views were very disturbing to those seeku1g 
reparations fron1 a society that has oppressed 
them and left unsatisfied those who felt a duty 
to help there neighbors. Although it see1ned 
hard and, perhaps, even cold, tl1ere was s01ne 
strength to his argun1ent for treating odiers as 
equals and not to play games about race. His 
view aoout treating d1e process strictly by tnerit 
is compelling. 

The conference turned strangely 
philosophical when Dr. J. Douglas Canfield 
from die University of Arizona Literature 
departtnent ascended the rostrum. He 
unfortunately did not represent anytl1ing 
acadetnicexcept the~ lf~importance they often 
place on themselves. It bega11 wid1 smnediing 
like a 1noden1 poetry r ading e:md tnade such 
facile use of words like "binaristn." Hi~ 
pr sentationfrom th begirmu1gwas an attempt 

Continued on page 15 



Abortion Examined 

+ Reflections on the abortion debate 
By Christopher R. Oleson 

One of d1e tnore unattractive aspects of 
human nature is our brutish propensity to 
become rather nasty creatures when d1e 
stability of d1ings, a~ we perceive d1ey "ought" 
to be, OC'Comcs d1reatened. Instead of 
responding to d1e crisis in a calm, hwnane, 
and intelligent nlailller, history reveals that 
we too often replace reason wid1 rhetoric, 
and dialq,JUe with violence. We L'lSh out at 

the perceived threat, in order that may not 
lose what little S<...-curity we tnanage to 
find in this world. 

l11e issue of abortion is no 
exception. In fact, it is a paradigm 
example of this pernicious human 
tendency at work. Like no other issue 
confronting Atnerican society, 
abortion has created an aunosphere of 
genuine hostility and narrow,mindcd 
partisanship. 

Admitte-dly, lx>th camps have been !,JUilty 
of such bcl1avior at one time or another, so it 
does absolutely no good to continue to point 
fingers and cast blame in a spirit of self, 
righteous indignation. If we ever desire to 
really get beyond the childish name,calling 
which du'1facterizes so much of the 
contemporary debate, then it is imperative 
that we engdge in compassionate and rational 
dialogue. I therefore offer this article as a 
sincere attetnpt to move in this direction. 

The reader will not be surprised that my 
sytnP'dthies lie on the "pro, life" side of d1e 
debate. I trust, however, that we can 
temporarily lay aside "labels" and engage in 
some heartfelt thinking in the hopes d1at d1e 
use of reason will lead us to some cotnrnon 
ground. 

.. .. ~ . . .. , .. .... 
....... . ~ . . . . . ·.~. ·.".\ ~ ·."'- ~. :··.· .. ·. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. • . . .. .. ... . ... .. 

My goal in writing this article, as d1e title 
indicates, is to examine a bit n1ore closely d1e 
concept of"choice," I know that d1e idea of a 
"w01nan's right to ch()().SC" and a "won1an's 
right to privacy" are d1e basic foundations of 
d1e pr~choice position, so, in tum, I realize 
dut I am treading on very sensitive ground. 
Neverd1eless, I believe clu1t some key issues in 
the abortion controversy have unfortunately 
become quite cloude-d d1rough d1e continual 
invocation of a woman's "choice." 

Roughly two years ago I attende-d apr~ 
choice abortion rally here at UCSD. l11e one 
constant thetne which virtually every speaker 
relentlessly cotrununicated was du'lt of a 
woman's right to choose wl1at she does wid1 
her own body. Over and over again d1e 
message was conveyed dmt abortion is a 

u.oman' s choice. It is her decision to decide 
whether or not to termilute fetal life. Any 
other alternative violates the woman's right 
to privacy and to her own l:xxly. Oppa;ition to 
abortion was viewed as a violent invasion of a 
woman's privacy, as an act of"Big Brod1er" 
attetnpting to control the reproductive rights 
of all women. 

Now to be fair, I don't believe there is any 
intelligent and mature adult who actually 
thinks that all women's decisions should be 
tnade for then1 by me state or by tnen. 1hat is 
totalitarian barbarism. l11e heart of the 
debate then obviously lies in wl1at the 
particular choice is aOOut. 

How far does a woman's right to choose 
extend? Is it ultimate, or arc d1ere litnits to 

Continued on next page 
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Continued from previous page 
what a woman, or a human being for that 
matter, may choose? You see, the underlying 
assumption of all these speeches was that the 
woman's "right to choose" overrides any other 
relevant factor. Questions about the status of 
fetal life, therefore, take a back seat. 

I wanttochallengethisassumption,however. 
For I think that if one grants this presup{X)Sition, 
then one opens the door to other clearly 
destructive and unhealthy consequences. Too 
often I have seen people swept away by the 
apparentcogencyofviewing"awoman'schoice" 
as the final word on the matter. 

Certainly at first glance, it seems that it 
should be. A woman has rights, dignity and 
intelligence. There is no question that she can 
make responsible decisions for hersel£ And evencommentedontherelevanceofthisfactor 
what is more, we live in a free counny. or even hinted that it should play a role in 

All of these are beyond dispute, but they also deciding the morality of abortion. Everything 
grossly miss the point. Do not we all, including wasfocuseduponthewoman'sindividualchoice 
pro,choice activists, vote for laws that sharply to make her own decision, as if biological 
curtail the rights of individuals to choose certain science and sound moral reasoning had never 
malicious acts? lli not we all agree that laws existed. 
against theft, rape, and murder are necessary Unfortunately, for many adherents to the 
and beneficial for society? pro,choice {X)Sition, the objective question of 

If you answered yes to either one of these the status of fetal life was, and still pervasively is, 
questions, then you have agreed that the concept a non, ISSUe. 
of"choice"isnotultimate.Andthisisthecentral But should the woman's ''happiness" and 
thesis of this article: a woman's (ar anyone's) "wefi,being'' be the only deciding factor of 
"choice" cannot~theabsolutecriteriafardetermining whether or not to abort? Can reasons such a 
the moral status of any action. It is absolutely retroactive contraception, financial burden, 
necessary to first examine what the particular choice emotional strain, or even thestatement"Butwe 
is aOOutinardertodetermine its etlUcalpermissibility. wanted a girl" be valid justifications for obtaining 

Therefore, when applying this to the issue of an abortion without also contemplating the 
abortion, one has to concede that more than just otherfactorsinvolved?I thinktheonlyintelligent 
a woman's choice is involved, more than just a answer ts no. 
woman's body is involved. There is another To illustrate this, let me pose to you a 
relevant factor at work, i.e. the living fetus question. Would you say that a woman has a 
which is growing inside the woman's womb. right to kill her one, or two, or three year old 
This factor cannot simply be ignored as if it did child simply because she does not want it or 
not exist. It should therefore go without saying because she is emotionally or financially 
thatseriousreflectiononthevalueoffetallifeis burdened by it? Does the undesireability of a 
morally demanded. four year old give its mother the right to take its 

If one is to determine the morality of aborting, life? Of course not. Why? Because such young 
one cannot simply assert that the ''happiness" children have genuine rights of their own 
and "well being" of the mother takes precedent stemming from their own dignity, and their 
over everything else, and therefore, if she so mother's right to "choose", does not extend to 
chooses, she is perfecdy justified in terminating violating that dignity. 
the life of the fetus. However, if the happiness and weU being of the 

It remains to be seen whetherornot this fetus mother are made the ultimate standard by which we 
has the status, and therefore, the rights of a make decisions regarding women's moral issues, 
human being. One cannot simply ignore this and if we concede that other factors seemingly 
relevant question and regard it as bearing no relevant to the situation are merely peripheral, then; 
influence upon the discussion. Yet, sad to say, tobehonestandconsistent,onewouldhavetogrant 
this seemed to be the very attitude of the her such freedarn. 
speakers at the abortion rally mentioned above. It should therefore not be too difficult to see 

Throughout the entire event, no one ever that the central issue in deciding ''how far" a 
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woman's right to choose extends, lies in 
establishing the status of the fetus she seeks to 
terminate. For l no nan--arbitrary line can be 
drawn between an unborn fetus and a one, year 
old child, then the right to kill the one is the 
right to kill the other. 

One may object and say that in the case of 
the young children the mother has the option 
of giving them away whUe she does not have 
this option withtheunbornfetus.Sheis therefore 
justified in terminating the life of the unborn 
whUe she is not justified in the case of the 
children. This objection assumes that all women 
have theoptionofgivingup their children. This 
may be true inurbanAmerica, butwhatofother 
times and places? 

Imagine a woman ina very rural community 
who does not have an adoption agency ready at 
hand to take her child from her. She is stuck 
with the child unless she chooses todisposeofit. 
Would she be justified in doing so? On the 
above premise, ye5, because her happiness takes 
priority over the rights of the young child. 

Similarly, in the ancient Greek city,state of 
Sparta there were no adoption agencies either. 
They disposed of unwanted babies by hurling 
them off a rocky cliff. Given this "pro-choice" 
position, where the mother's happ~ess is 
regarded as the final word on the matter, such a 
practice is logically (and disturbingly) justified. 

The point I am so laboriously trying to make 
is that a woman's "right to choose" cannot be 
the ultimate criteria for deciding the morality of 
abortion. Her happiness and well, being do not 
constitute the sole standard by which we decide 
so serious a matter. 

Unfortunately, however, the majority of 
pro,choice adherents whom I have run acro5S 
have not gotten beyond this point. They have 
listened to and accepted the plausible claim that 
a woman has a fundamental right to privacy, but 
they have not paused to reflect more deeply on 
thesubdetiesofthisstatement. Withoutfurther 
contemplation, many have come to the 
conclusion that they have no business telling a 
woman whattodowithherbody, for that would 
be to invade her privacy. 

Nowitgoeswithoutsayingthatawomanhas 
a right to privacy. Everyone does. There is no one 
, however, who has the right to steal, murder, 
rape, or abuse children as long as they do it in 
private. Our right to privacy is limited by a 
prohibition against the perpetration of immoral 
acts. The question, therefore, immediately shifts 
to the morality of the act of abortion itself and 
not to the "privacy'' ofsuchanact. The question 
shifts todecidingtheethical value of terminating 

Continued on page 15 
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strong roots in every comer of Europe: The 
British Left was fighting to rid U.S. nuclear 
missile sites from England. 

Socialists in France began warning their 
citizens ~at the U.S. and U.S.S.R. would 
decimate France on a scale larger than that 
seen in World War II, and the Italian Left 
was anxious for any excuse to avoid the drift 
towards the West's new political and 
economic conservatism. With these, and 
other, successes under their belt, they began 
to expand globally (while thinking locally, 
of course) to wherever a receptive audience 
was willing to sacrifice man before nature. 

Environmentalism, like many liberal 
causes, has genuinely good underlying 
intentions. However, despite the noble idea 
of"saving the planet" there are a number of 
flaws that have cast a black shadow on the 
Greens. This is evident in the month of 
November more so than at any other time of 
the year, and every November 
environmentalists place bureaucratic, high 
tax initiatives on ballots nationwide to 
attempt to accomplish what voters previously 
would not do: elect liberal, socialist, and 
progressive legislators to represent an 
increasingly conservative electorate. The 
"Big Green" initiative, backed by the far left 
leaning Tom Hayden, was the chance for 
Californians to lead the nation in 
environmental protection. 

Not surprisingly, however, voters backed 
off, defeating the flawed initiative, and 
disappointing the local media. Reporters 
from San Francisco to Los Angeles openly 
voiced their backing of the measure during 
newscasts. The Wall Street Journal lashed 
out at the California media when KCBS, 
TV's Bree Walker (formerly ofKGTV, San 
Diego) lamented that the media should 
have taken a more activist role and that the 
media would have to work harder to see that 
similar propositions would pass in the future. 
She made a number of these orations live, 
during an evening newscast, to the delight 
of environmentalists, happy to see their 
allies in the media hard at work to make sure 
they had better luck next time. 

When the media, which traditionally 
has denied their obviously liberal leanings, 
has the nerve to portray their bias on an issue 
so blatantly there is clearly a problem. The 
problem is that the environmenta l 
movement is generally composed of 
mainstream Americans concerned about 
the future of our pl~et. 

However, their legitimate concerns are a 
far cry from the frightening c llection of 

extremists leading environmental 
movements. These zealots are frequently 
more concerned with ridding nations of evil 
capitalism, than they are about recycling a 
Diet Coke can. Through their aggressive 
assaults they have had an effect on this 
planet that is markedly different from what 
their pretty brochures (always featuring 
dolphins) promise. 

Thanks to our environmental friends, 
new taxes and bureaucracies are sprouting 
up all over the place. In the state of California, 
a segment of the budget must be used for the 
purpose of "protecting" endangered or 
important species. In Carlsbad, a fierce battle 
is being waged over whether or not lagoons 
must be damned. Under current conditions, 
water from the ocean (ace lerated by 
dredging) would result indeeperwat rdepths 
in the lagoons. 

The probl m: it seems some thr atened 
species don't like water that's more than a 
few inches high. So, some of th lagoons ar 
now drying out, and a number ofbirds (birds 
they were trying to please) hav fl wn to 
other lagoons that hav mor w t r in th m. 
Somebody forgot to tell th bird th y don't 
like water, I guess. 

Even more frustrating than the mtn 
bureaucracies that have been cr at , are 
som of the blatant xample in which 
environmental groups hav misl ad the 
general public. In their N v mb r 11th 
cover story, Forbes described Gr np ac 
(the most pr minent f th nvir nm ntal 
organizations) as~ 11 ws: "A band fscrappy 
pr testers in rubb r rafts, s ving whal s. 
Titat's the Greenp ace image. Th r lity: a 
multination lorganizationacc untabl nly 
t itself, with large rev nues and brilli nt 
ability to manipulate th pr s and th 
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public." 
Forbes goes on to cite some data that 

might be surprising to most Americans. For 
example, what is thought of as an innocent 
collection of volunteering people fighting 
for plants and animals has an annual revenue 
of $157,000,000. Greenpeace reports the 
basic salary to their recently departed 
chairman as $60,000, a reasonable 
compensation. However, unlike what is 
required by law of American businesses, 
Greenpeace won't say what other various 
compensations he received. Many suspect 
that it was quite substantial. Also interesting 
is that Greenpeace charges a 24 percent 
royalty to twelve of the largest branches that 
use the Greenpeace name. 

The image that begins to develop is that 
Greenpeace, like a number of environmental 
organizations, is riddled with questionable 
practices. In fun~,raising letters, Greenpeace 
has made statements which the scientific 
community would have a hard time 
justifying. For example, "Half the world's 
shorelines have been destroyed", or "We've 
already slaughtered 94 percent of our whales". 

This same exaggerated urgency is used by 
"Earth First," another organization 
committed to the cause of humans second, 
nature first. Members gained notoriety on 
such programs as "60 Minutes" when they 
began chaining themselves to trees to protect 
a number of species in the northwest, 
including that infamous spotted owl. 

What is most tragic about what has been 
happening these last few years is that many 
Americans have blindly dedicated 
themselves to organizations which are not 
really representative of a majority . ·of the 
members. You can partially thank the media 
for this, finding insider trading scandals much 
more inter ting than liberal corruption. 

On this v ry campus environmentalism 
has b eng n rally accepted without debate. 
In fact, a number of readers probably signed 
Calpirg's "Save th Redwood Forests" 
petiti n. What that petition (if it eventually 
has any ffect) will pr bably result in more 
bur aucracy ~ r Californian businesse that 
ar n w leaving in d~ ves thanks to the 
curr nt nvir nm ntal regulations. 
Dec pti n c mbined with concern has 
all w d th upport that s many students 
h w d in igning th petition. For th e of 

you wh did ign, w r y u awar f any f 
th ~ llowing f: cts: 

• Today there ar not le but more trees 
than v nty years ag . 
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Philosopher's Corner 

+ The Economics of Marx and 
the Politics of an Anarchist 

By Michaef Fogarty 
Did you think communism was a dead 

ideal? If so, you haven't asked around this 
campus. What can we learn about socialism 
vis .. a .. vis the fall ofEastem Europe ?Nothing, 
really, if you ask a socialist. 

They explain, with straight faces, that 
true socialism and communism were never 
attained: that it is yet conceivable that a truly 
just worker's paradise could exist. The fall of 
the East has proven nothing. 

Conceivable? 
It's conceivable that Chancellor Atkinson 

will appear at the Price Center at noon 
wearing nothing but a pair of spats and 
dance a merry jig. Regardless, in the face of 
a Left in denial we may still find fault with 
them on their own terms. 

Marxist thought may be split using a 
rocket science metaphor between launch 
errors and design errors. Marx wrote about 
the communist gantry tower, the inevitability 
of the launch, and somewhat less about the 
launch itself, but about communism- the 
design of the rocket -he wrote very little. 
Mikhail Bakunin, a nineteenth .. century 
anarchist, took issue with many of Marx's 
launch designs. First, it is necessary to explain 
what we can gather from Marx about 
elements ofhis near post .. revolutionary order. 

When Marx speaks of "the dictatorship 
of the proletariat"-and he so rarely does
he is describing that vague interval after the 
worker's revolution and prior to full--fledged 
communism. To discern the particular 
meaning of this phrase, it is useful to take 
Engels' advice and examine the example of 
the Paris Commune. 

ist's 

In a revolt in Paris from 1870--1871, Bureaucraciesareusedbycapitaliststocarry 
workers seized control of the city and took a out executive orders and are given tenure to 
variety of actions. In ''The Civil War in dampen political oscillation. 
France," Marx discusses the first acts of the Inthesameway,aproletarianbureaucracy 
Commune. The ideological intention of the would execute the will of the collective but 
Communards was to resolve economic withthebenefitofactinginanenvironment 
inequities as a means to end class .. rule. To freeofclassstruggle.Itwouldbeanacephalous 
this end the committee of elected leaders organization as well, as policy directives 
became the sole legitimate authority, and would come from the collective. 
they devised a maximum salary figure. They In "After the Revolution: Marx Debates 
were, however, subject to recall, as were all Bakunin," an Anarchist's objections are 
elementsofthegovemmentincludingpolice. raised. Bakunin turns his focus inexorably to 

The judiciary, too, was made "elective, the political power of the state. Marx, 
responsible, and revocable" by universal however, sees economics as the ground from 
suffrage. The Commune also severed all which all things good and evil (mainly the 
economic ties to the Church - the latter) grow, and Bakunin's failure to 
hallucinatory tool of the capitalists. This recognize this leads to a misunderstanding of 
was all to facilitate "the withering away of Marxism that damages his points. 
the state." Bakunin makes several rhetorical 

It is the business of the "dictatorship of arguments and quibbles with Marx over 
the proletariat" to uproot the weeds of words like "state," "representatives," and 
economic domination and thereby effect "people," but these lead to two relevant 
the withering away of the state. arguments. 

This withering is the withering of the First, Bakunin argues that for there to be 
political. Marx views politics as an a"dictatorshipoftheproletariat,"somegroup 
epiphenomenon. It is merely a symptom of must dictate and others must be subject to its 
the economic blight which communist dictates. There may be some justice in the 
society will cure. working class coming to power and enslaving 

Marx states, "under collective ownership their erstwhile oppressors, but what makes 
theso .. calledpeople'swilldisappears to make this a qualitatively new, ahistorical system 
way for the real will of the cooperative." for human dignity? 
"People's will" is a bourgeois political term. Marx'sresponseisthatthisphaseofhistory 
With economic hills and valleys - and willnotbetotumthetablesonthecapitalists 
hence epiphenomenal politics- flattened, but to absorb them into the proletariat. The 
the way is paved for "the administration of dictatorship will eliminate opposition to the 
things." workers and institute economic reforms to 

With the death of the political, "the allow no class other than the workers. 
distribution of general functions takes on a Further, Bakuninenvisionsthefew leaders 
business character and involves no of the proletariat forming a despotic 
domination." oligarchy. Given the anarchist obsession 

Government becomes planning and with state power, it is no surprise that this is 
distribution of resources, like a civil service. Continued on next page 
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Continued from previous page 
attacked as mere enslavement by a group 
other than the bourgeoisie. Anarchists find 
even extreme fonns of democracy offensive 
because of their inevitable fall to corruption. 
If the power is not absolutely pure in its equal 
distribution over the workers but instead lies 
slightly more in the hands of those in office, 
it will begin to gravitate around those leaders 
in the way larger masses in space will collect 
surrounding dust. 

Circularly, the growing gravity of each 
leader will mass his corruption and, hence, 
his desire for self .. aggrandizement. 

Bakunin is assuming that Marx intends 
democracy within the proletariat, and Marx 
does make an appeal to extreme democracy 
in his concern for universal suffrage and 
short .. term recall of leaders in the Paris 
Commune; however, he makes a powerful 
counter .. argument. Here is where Marx's 
focus on economics and class cohesion 
becomes apparent. 

Marx has a peculiar notion of power 
within a class. Every class is organized 
somewhat communally. For example, the 
bourgeoisie have no substantive internal 
conflicts over whether to exploit the 
proletariat or not. It has devised a committee 
- the state - to carry out its economic 
interests and to quell rebellion by the 
oppressed classes. 

The proletariat will be different in that 
when it rules, by virtue of its being the 
majority, it will absorb all peoples of other 
classes. It is to its advantage to increase its 
numbersandeliminateobstades to economic 
equity. Further, the proletarian leaders could 
no more betray the workers than the 
executive committee of the bourgeois could 
betray the capital~ts. 

With the conversion or death of the last 
capitalist or peasant, all will be of the 
"working class" and that phrase will become 
synonymous with "human." 

In sum, democracy, in Bakunin's sense of 
the word, is an inter .. class mechanism of 
domination. The nature of a class is that all 
are under similar economic circumstances 
and therefore have similar interests (by 
dialectical materialism). Where there is no 
economic struggle, there is no political 
struggle, and government is reduced to the 
mere administration of the collective. 

If Bakunin ever had a chance to respond 
to Marx, he might have seen their differences 
coming down to the validity of class cohesion 
against the problem of agency loss. 

When a population vests power in an 

individual or group, it must be concerned 
about the potential of that group to begin 
acting out of interests other than those of the 

"Marx has a peculiar 
notion of power .within a 

class. Every class is 
organized somewhat 

communally. For 
example, the 

bourgeoisie have no 
substantive internal 

conflicts over whether 
to exploit the proletariat 

or not." 

population (principal). Such a defection is 
called agency loss. Individuals may betray 
the public by seeking personal financial gain 
or power gain. The latter tends to prove the 
Iron Law of Oligarchy. r . 

At this point, the debate becomes whether 
individuals will always betray the principal. 
That is, is man under the right (communist) 
circumstances an essentially social creature 
or is he at all times an individual? 

Marx asserts that man is essentially a 
social creature, and without selfish economic 
motivations he will act towards the good of 
the collective. 

While this is difficult to refute, it is as 
difficult to prove. The same goes for Hobbes' 
opposite assertion that in the state of nature 
man is an individual who will seek personal 
security above all else. 

In this exchange Marx defeats Bakunin 
by having the last word. However, anarchists 
in general yet have good reason to pursue 
Marxists on the particulars of the worker's 
revolution. 

Barring communism's historical 
inevitability, the proletariat should be 
extremely concerned that the blood spilled 
in the revolution will not be in the service of 
tyranny. 

-Given nothing new under the sun, it 
should come as no surprise that the content of this 
essay is not entirely the creation ofMr. Fogarty's 
febrile brain - particularly the quotes. 
References to works and pages can be supplied 
upon request. + 

-Michael Fogarty is a Senior at UCSD 
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Continued from page 8 
to appear a moderate. "Both sides want to 
appear to have it both ways," he said. 

Like many moderates he appeared not to 
know both sides but to be equally ignorant of 
both positions. Unfortunately he could not 
have not it both ways. He SCX)n showed himself 
acomformblememberoftheLeftwithcomments 
that ''we did have to patronize sub,cultures as 
trivial and dull, treated equally." 

He felt teaching Pink Floyd and Bob Marley 
were steps toward greater education in the 
courses he taUght. Canfield thought that any 
attempts to know Western culture in depth can 
become "xenophobic." 

But jesters do oft prove prophets and so Dr. 
Canfield was a bit of a philosopher. He said 
although the criticisms being leveled at Western 
culture are Western in origin he did not have 
any real answer to why Western ideas should be 
used as guides for setting up a society. His only 
answer was that we should aetas if there is truth 
and rights although these things do not exist. 

The conference began to trudge through 
somerathermurkyphilosophicalsubjects. How 
is itwecan judge other cultures equal when they 
do not live up to the standards being leveled at 
W estemculture?Ofcourse, therewasnoanswer, 
except to launch into another more brutal 
attack on Western thought and civilization. 

The final panel of the day was the student 
panel. I twas made up of a graduate student from 
UCLA, Scott Cooper, Ernie Lee, Zachary 
Berman, and myself, all UCSD students. This 
was by far the most fiery a quickly moving 
debate. The questions which had been raised 
during the day often seemed to be like to ships 
passing in the night. The different sides did not 
seem to connect. This changed, however with 
the student panel. The issues were much clearer 
and the debate ranged from the realities about 
the existence of PC: to the positive role that 
could be played by a wider education. 

Cooper contended thatPC:didnotexistand 
that it was a tactic long used by the Right: 
American values are being challenged by the 
Left. He felt that the presence ofPC: was merely 
a myth to shift the argument off the plain of 
discussions about race and sex. 

Lee also represented a perspective from the 
Left feeling that many cultures had valuable 
things to contribute to theW est and therefore 
ought to be studied. 

Berman was more concerned about the 
means beingused to insure political correctness. 
Free speech codes and charges of "sexism and 
racism" were ways to manipulate people into 
the liberal point of view. Cooper, however, felt 
that these codes helped to ensure an 

environment conducive to minorities. Berman 
countered that it is foolish to say anything less 
than that we are all Americans. The free speech 
codes are attacks on liberty regardless of there 
origin or intent. It is an instrument to divide 
others and make certain political views taboo. 

He felt that what was needed was a 
concentration on what brings us together 
emphasizing his point thus, "Shakespeare was 
great because he was great. And that is the 
bottom line." American blacks "are closer to 
Shakespeare" than to other cultures. 

Mypointwas toemphasizethatGreatBooks 
were not the result of fiat. They contain the 
ideas, good and bad, that have formed history 
and brought us to this point. The very act of 
discussing and critiquing Western culture is 
Western. I wanted to make the point that the 
attack on PC: comes from a respect for Western 
ideas not parochialism. I said that we would do 
well to study the great works of other cultures 
like the Karan, The life of Genjii, and The 
Analects by Confucius. 

However, we are not being '~multicultural" 
or "open, minded" by studying overtly political 
works like I, RigobertaMenchu. This is a Marxist 
critique of the West by a Guatemalan Indian 
woman. 

Cooper and Lee were right in that the 
university should be a place safe for learning and 
conducive to opening the mind. They were 
very faithful to the idea that the university exists 
to induce the mind to give up personal prejudices. 

The contention of those on the Right is that 
the present attack on Western culture is not a 
critique limited to freeing the mind. 
Unfortunately it is a political gambit to inspire 
a radical notion of American society as 
fundamentally corrupt and decadent, parochial 
and racist. WhileevUsexist, education does best 
to deal with these questions critically not with 
an eye toward a specific political agenda. 

However much we need "consciousness 
raising" we first need to have a balanced, honest 
view of ourselves. + 

Continued from page 10 
a living fetus. How can we legitimately think 
that we have maturely and morally reflected 
uponsuchapracticeifwehavenotcontemplated 
this most fundamental aspect of abortion? 

I am by no means claiming that I have 
proven that a human fetus is, in fact, fully 
human (I shall take up that topic in the next 
issue). Nor am I claiming that I have irrefutably 
demonstrated the immorality of abortion. What 
I believe I have done, however, is clear up some 
of the myopia which surrounds the sacred status 

of" choice" inthecontemporaryabortiondebate. 
I sincerely hope that if you are of the p~ 

choice persuasion, you will ponder the thoughts 
put forth here in this article. For if you do, then 
I think you will see that discussion on the ethics 
of abortion cannot stop merely with talk about 
a woman's fundamental right to <;hoose. For the 
deification of a woman's ''well being," as was 
shownabove,leads inexorably to thejU5tification 
of terminating the lives of young children as 
well. Therefore, it does not seem too much to 
ask an individual that, when deciding so serious 
an issue, he or she give themselves seriously to 
contemplating the value of fetal life. + 

Continued from page 12 
• At the current rate, there are thirty,three 

percent more trees planted for those cut down. 
• Per person there are currently more than 

l,(XX) trees. 
Anyone wishing to verify these statistics are 

more d1.a11 welcome to do so by contacting the 
EnvironmentalProtectionAgency, or the U.S. 
Forest Service. 

Are there problems with the environ,ment? 
[)efinitely. Have environmental organizations 
actedproperlyinsolvingthem?Hardly. It seems 
to be more, and more apparent every day that 
liberals are manipulating such issues as (not 
limited to, but including) the environment for 
the sake of political advancement. 

This year the Green party will attempt to 
become a registered political party here in 
California. Stung by eight years of a country 
happy with a strongly conservative Republican 
president, Ronald Reagan, they are now 
desperate for an issue in which to edge the 
mainstream voters their way. Through what is 
often deceit and the playing on emotions rather 
than logic and reason, they're beginning to be 
successful. 

What will be the ultimate test of this nation's 
commitment to "real" environ,mentalism, is if 
American's are willing to make two sacrifices: 
preserving nature, while also preserving the 
democratic and capitalistic notions from which 
this country was founded. 

Unfortunately, it's beginning to seem too 
great a challenge for this, the greatest nation on 
earth.+ 

-Joe Wierzbicki is a Freshman at UCSD 
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• 
I 

Allgovenunent, in its essence, is organized 
exploitation, and in virtually all of its 
existing fonns it is the implacable enemy 
of every industrious and well .. disposed. 

-H.L. Mencken 

••• 
Had every Athenian been a Socrates, 
every Athenian assembly would have 
been a mob. 

-Federalist, No.55 

••• 
Legislators and revolutionaries who 
promise equality and liberty at the same 
time are either psychopaths or 
mountebanks. 

-Goethe 

••• 
Man is a creature who lives not by bread 
alone, but primarily by catchwords. 

-R.L. Stevenson 

••• 
Extremism in defense of liberty is no vice. 

-Barry Goldwater 

••• 
You can't measure time in days the way 
you can money in dollars because every 
day is different 

-Jorge Luis Borges 

••• 
It is easier to stay out than get out 

California Review 
'P.O. Box 12286 
La Jolla, CA 92039 

-Mark Twain 

Boozer's Revision: A bird in the hand is 
dead. 

-from The Official Rules 

••• 
Democracy substitutes election by the 
incompetent many for appointment by 
the corrupt few 

-George Bernard Shaw 

• •• 
Children of the poor should work for 
some part of the day when they reach the 
age of three. 

-John Locke 

••• 
Don't be humble. You're not that great. 

-GoldaMeir 

• •• 
It is impossible to imagine Goethe or 
Beethoven being good at billiards or golf. 

-H.L. Mencken 

••• 
Enqui~e not what boils in another man's 
pot. 

-Thomas Fuller 

••• 
A person of genius should marry a person 
of character. Genius does not herd well 
with genius. 

-Oliver Wendell Holmes 

••• 
Adhere to your own act, and congratulate 
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yourself if you have done sotnething 
strange and extravagant, and broken the 
monotony of a decorous age 

-Ralph Waldo Emerson 

••• 
[A]lways fight for progress and refonn, 
never tolerate injustice and corruption, 
always fight demagogues of all parties, 
never belong to any party, always oppose 
privileged classes and public plunderers, 
never lacksympathywith the poor, always 
remain devoted to the public welfare, 
never be satisfied with merely printing 
news; always be drastically independent; 
never be afraid to attack wrong, whether 
by predatory plutocracy or predatory 
poverty. 

-Joseph Pulitzer 
Policy statement for the Neu~ York World 

and the St. Louis Post .. Dispatch 

• •• 
It is not lonely at the top. It's better to be 
competent than well .. liked. 

-Martha Friedman 

••• 
If we desire to avoid insult we must be , 
able to repel it; if we desire to secure 
peace, one of the powerful instruments of 
our rising prosperity, it must be known 
that we are at all times ready for war . 

-George Washington 
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